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SECTION A

[25 Marks]

1. Find the length of the day on 14th November 2013 in Suva (latitude 18.2˚ South)
and in Oslo (latitude 60˚ North)
[4 marks]
2. Sketch a schematic diagram of a Grid connected PV system connected to AC
and DC loads. Describe the operation and function of each components of the
system.
[4 marks]
3. What are the purposes of bypass and a blocking diode and mention on how should it be
connected to a solar panel?
[3 marks]
4. Discuss the social/economic/environmental impacts of Renewable Energy Technologies.
[4 marks]
5. What is an Energy Audit? How do you carry out an Energy audit? Elaborate on the reasons
of having high energy bills and how this issue could be encountered?
[4 marks]
6. If 10 lights rated at 20W each are operating 8 hours a day for the whole year, how much
energy will used up by the lights?

[3 marks]

7. Taking the unit price as $0.35 for the above problem, how much will this cost per year
inclusive of 15% VAT.

[3 marks]
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SE
ECTION B

[25 Marks]

1. Using the information given
g
below,, size a stanndalone systtem including the
b required too deliver esseential loads. Also
battery size and panel size that will be
sketch the connection
c
diiagram of battery bank annd the panelss.
[155 marks]
Efficienncy = 90%
System
m Voltage = 24V
V

Peak Sun Hour = 3 h
Inverter Vooltage = 24V

Battery DOD = 80%
Location = Lautoka
Battery Capaciity = 200Ah @ 24V
2
Panel Raating = 17.2V, 20A
2

Voltage

Load

Pow
wer (W)

Du
uty Cycle (h)

AC

2 x Lightt

18

5

DC

2 x Lightt

7

6

AC

1 x Televission

80

4

AC

2 x PowerP
Point

2200

2

ws the I-V chharacteristicss of a water pump
p
and thee hourly I-V foor a PV module.
2. Fig 1 show
Once the pump starts running, it neeeds 8V to keep
k
spinningg.
a) Sketcch the connecction set-up of
o a solar PV
V Water Pumping that doees not utilize the
batterries.
[2 marks]
b) Interppreting the grraph below, at
a what time in
i the morninng will the pump start
runninng? At what time
t
will it stoop? Explain your
y answerss.
[4 marks]

e
production from a HAWT witth a 10m raadius operatinng
3. Estimate the annual energy
in a wind regime with an average wind speedd of 6m/s. Asssume that thhe turbine iss
operating under standdard conditionns.
[4 marks]
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SECTION C

[25
5 Marks]

o the effectss of a man-m
made structurre
1. Explainn the two typees of terrainss. Comment on
locatedd very near too a wind turbine.
[4 marks]
e
component beside the
2. For thee Fig given below, writte down thee name of each
numbers stated on the missing labels.
l

Fig. 2
[5 maarks]
3. A catchhment area of
o 40km longg and 30km width
w
is needded to build a hydro system.
With a head heightt of 200m too dam the tuurbine can bee installed too produce poower
from thhe dam. If tthe region has an annual rainfall off 6.0m and the turbine and
generator efficiencyy is 90% andd 95% respectively, calcuulate the pow
wer output off the
m. (Take any assumptions
a
s necessary)
system
[7 maarks]
4. A hydroo power scheeme consistss of a storagee dam locatedd 50m abovee the power
station.. If the head loss in the peenstock is 5m
m,
i)
What is the velocity of the jet?
[2 maarks]
ii))
If the total power delivered
d
by the jets to the 2-jet Peltonn Wheel turbbine is 300kW
W,
what is the radius of each jet?
[5 marks]
5. Explainn the followinng componeents in a sm
mall hydro power
p
statioon: weir,
penstocck and intakee.
[2 maarks]
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SECTION D

[25 Marks]

1. Differentiate between a reaction turbine and an impulse turbine. Give examples of each.
[3 marks]
2. You have been asked by the Department of Energy to carry out a complete feasibility
study of hydropower station, or biomass fired thermal power plant for a remote rural
community. List the main features of such a study, and briefly outline the amount of
information you will present as part of your report.
[5 marks]
3. Tabulate at least 4 fuel properties that a good diesel engine fuel must possess.
[4 marks]
4. Explain the principle of operation of a steam turbine such as the one used by FSC and
Tropic Woods.
[4 marks]
5. Heat engines employ several different cycles to convert heat energy to mechanical
energy. Discuss the Rankine cycle and Brayton cycle. Label these as either open or
closed cycle engines, and comment on their efficiencies.
[4 marks]
6. List down some necessary information regarding batteries. If you are installing a PV
system including batteries, what type of battery is generally used?
[3 marks]
7. What is a hybrid system and provide some applications of such a system? [2 marks]

END OF EXAMINATION
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